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Abstract

The demand for high-quality audio in transmission systems such as Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)
and High-Definition TeleVision (HDTV), as well as commercial products such as the MiniDisc (MD)
and the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC), has generated considerable interest in audio compression
schemes. The common objective is to achieve high quality at a rate significantly smaller than the
16 bits/sample used in current Compact Disc (CD) and Digital Audio Tape (DAT) systems. This
thesis explores the current state of audio compression research, placing special emphasis on one
important aspect: the short-time spectral decomposition.

In conventional audio coders, the short-time spectral decomposition serves to recast the audio
signal in a representation that is not only amenable to perceptual modeling but also conducive to
deriving transform coding gain. This decomposition is commonly achieved by a multirate filter
bank, or equivalently, a lapped transform.

Towards the goal of improving the performance of audio compression schemes, this thesis
contains the formulation of a biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank which is a generalization
of Malvar's extended lapped transform (ELT). The ELT, a popular implementation of cosine-
modulated filter banks, is of particular interest because it forms the major building block of signal
decomposition schemes in many audio coders.

Conventional lapped transforms are designed to be orthogonal filter banks in which the
analysis and synthesis filters are identical. Allowing the analysis and synthesis filters to differ
leads to a biorthogonal transform which has more degrees of design freedom than its orthogonal
counterpart. The thesis contains proofs for three special cases and for the general case that the
incorporation of biorthogonality into an M-channel ELT yields an increase of M/2 degrees of
freedom. This additional flexibility allows the design of synthesis filter banks with improved sidelobe
behavior which should be beneficial to audio coder performance.

Thesis Supervisor: Jae S. Lim
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We live in a world of ubiquitous sound. Much of our experience is accumulated from information

conveyed through acoustic waves. Acoustic events, from the urgent ringing of an alarm clock to the

droning sermon of a preacher, when perceived by the human auditory system, are collectively termed

"audio signals." The possibility of reproducing these audio signals, even if they have originated

at a distance or in the past, has long fascinated scientists and engineers. Among the pioneering

products of their research efforts are Bell's telephone and Edison's phonograph. On the heels of

these early innovations, an explosive expansion of audio material strained transmission and storage

resources. The focus of this dissertation, audio compression, is directed at alleviating this problem.

1.1 Context & Motivation

1.1.1 Rise of Digital Audio

Until recently, processing of audio signals was undertaken exclusively in the analog domain. Upon

the advent of digitally recorded sound, new possibilities were introduced. There are many advan-

tages to digital audio. Among them are a reduced dependence on equipment quality, the possibility

of having multiple stages of processing without multiple degradations and the availability of the

entire gamut of digital processing techniques. In fact, modern audio compression schemes would

not have been possible had they not been performed in the digital domain.

The popularization of digital audio should be attributed to the introduction of the commer-

cial Compact Disc (CD) system. The aforementioned advantages of digital audio, coupled with a

durable medium, allowed the CD to transplant the analog vinyl record with ease. As a matter of

fact, the CD standard-digital audio sampled at 44.1 kHz, and linearly quantized to 16 bits-has

become a benchmark for researchers in digital audio compression. The phrase "CD-quality" has

come to represent the goal of most audio coder designs.

- 12



1.1.2 Need for Audio Compression

The demand for high-quality audio in transmission systems such as Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)
and High-Definition TeleVision (HDTV), as well as commercial products such as the MiniDisc
(MD) and the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC), is the impetus behind the considerable interest
in audio compression schemes. In these applications, either storage space or channel bandwidth is
limited. The objective therefore is to maintain high quality at a rate significantly smaller than the

16 bits/sample used in current CD systems.

1.1.3 Audio Compression & High-Definition Television

Among the major applications of digital audio compression is the transmission of HDTV sound.

During the development of HDTV systems, the video aspects, such as image compression, have

always been in the limelight. Unfortunately, the attention of researchers and the interested public

alike has been so focused on the video component that the second half of a complete television

system-the audio component-is often neglected or relegated to the sidelines. Although the

portion of the terrestrial broadcast channel occupied by the audio signal can arguably be described

as insignificant when compared to that occupied by the video signal, the same cannot be said

of the role audio plays in the television experience. It has been observed that television viewers

are generally sensitive to relatively small defects in the sound quality even if they are willing to

tolerate terribly degraded television pictures. Whether this phenomenon is culturally instilled or

biologically inherent, it still shows that the treatment of audio signals deserves attention.

At the Advanced Television and Signal Processing Group, we have specifically studied the

application of audio compression schemes to the transmission of HDTV sound. An earlier imple-

mentation, the MIT Audio Coder (MITAC), is one of the systems that was considered for inclusion

in the United States HDTV standard.

1.1.4 Multidimensional & Multichannel Audio

In the context of HDTV, which calls for spatially realistic sound, multichannel audio becomes an

important issue. Although conventional wisdom holds audio signals to be one-dimensional and video

signals to be three-dimensional, it is clear that both arises from settings that are four-dimensional--

three in space and one in time-in nature. The reproduction of the spatial coordinates of various

sound sources in an audio recording substantially enhances its realism. The simplest effort to

achieve spatially distinct audio involves the simultaneous recording of two separate and independent

- 13 -
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channels--left and right-and their subsequent reproduction. This is in recognition of the human

auditory system which has two receptive sensory organs, namely the ears. The dual-channel system

has usurped the perhaps overly general label of "stereophonic" sound and is currently standard in
commercial and professional audio equipment.

However, in an open speaker-driven setting, such as that of a typical movie theater, the dual-

channel system is still inadequate for the reproduction of realistic three-dimensional audio "images."

One obvious solution is the addition of channels to the audio recording. Several systems have been

proposed along these lines. Among them, emerging as a possible standard, is the Dolby Surround

Sound system which includes the usual left and right channels plus a center dialog channel in the

front, two surround channels in the rear and a narrow-band special-effects (subwoofer) channel.

Although there generally exists considerable correlation between channels in a multichannel

system and there are also documented psychoacoustic effects in the human perception of stereo-

phonic sound, there are certain advantages to processing the several channels in an independent

manner. These include, but are not limited to, prevention of cross talk between channels, and com-

patibility with simpler systems that have fewer channels. While the issue of multichannel sound is

not ignored in this research, the main focus will be on the compression of monophonic sound.

1.2 Dissertation

1.2.1 Scope of Thesis

In this research, we build upon previous efforts in audio research by considering one important

aspect of audio coder design, the short-time spectral decomposition, which should give rise to an

appropriate and efficient audio signal representation. The contribution of the doctoral dissertation

is twofold:

* A survey of the current status of audio compression research is included. Particular empha-

sis is placed on different spectral decomposition schemes used and the various audio signal

representations that arise from their application.

* The focus of this thesis is an investigation of the incorporation of biorthogonality into a cosine-

modulated filter bank. Modulated filter banks are popular in audio compression schemes. The

particular formulation under study is the extended lapped transform (ELT). A complete math-

ematical formulation of the new biorthogonal filter bank will be presented. The advantage

of incorporating biorthogonality into the ELT is then shown from a theoretical viewpoint,

- 14
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specifically by establishing the increase in the degrees of design freedom. A suggestion on
how this increased flexibility can be used to improve audio compression is also provided.

1.2.2 Organization of Thesis

The thesis will be divided into six chapters which include discussions of the general aspects of audio

compression and the more specific details of a biorthogonal transform:

Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 2 Digital Audio Compression This chapter contains a summary of the current

state of audio compression research.

Chapter 3 Multirate Filter Banks & Audio Signal Representations The different audio

signal representations that arise from various spectral decomposition schemes are dis-

cussed in this chapter. Since this decomposition is usually achieved by a multirate filter

bank, the chapter starts with a brief overview of multirate filter bank theory.

Chapter 4 Biorthogonality in Lapped Transforms This chapter contains the mathematical

formulation of the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank which is an extension of

the extended lapped transform (ELT).

Chapter 5 Advantages from Incorporation of Biorthogonality In this chapter, we estab-

lish the increase in degrees of freedom from the incorporation of biorthogonality into the

ELT. Three special cases (K = 1, 2, 3 where K is the overlapping factor) are explored

and a general result is shown and proven. The chapter ends with a suggestion of how

this increased flexibility can be used in audio compression.

Chapter 6 Conclusion The thesis concludes with some final thoughts on the topics of biorthog-

onal filter banks and digital audio compression.

- 15 -
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Chapter 2

Digital Audio Compression

The notion of compressing high-quality audio met with much unwarranted initial skepticism, espe-

cially from self-styled audio consumer experts, commonly known as "audiophiles." Some of their

fears, however, are understandable and can perhaps be be justified. The myriad sources from which

audio signals originate preclude a simple source model. This is markedly different from other forms

of digital data that have been successfully compressed. For example, speech has an easily accessible

production system, the human vocal tract, that can be studied and modeled. Common meaningful

images can be expected to have useful spatial correlation, whereas video, with the extra dimen-

sion, generally promises temporal in addition to spatial correlation. Unfortunately, general audio

signals are not guaranteed to have features that can be similarly exploited. Nevertheless, in recent

years, significant progress has been made in audio data reduction by the inclusion of perceptual

modeling. While perceptual modeling has also been used in speech and image compression [1], the

exceptional emphasis on modeling the receiver rather than the source gives the problem of audio

coding a certain uniqueness in the field of compression.

The current state of audio compression research is summarized in this chapter. Given

the prominence of psychoacoustic modeling in audio compression schemes, it is discussed in the

immediately succeeding section.

2.1 Psychoacoustics

Study of the human auditory system is known collectively as "psychoacoustics." Years of research

have revealed the human ear to be an amazingly versatile and surprisingly adaptive instrument.

While the ear can be sensitive to minute details in the acoustic environment, it can also be tolerant

of significant levels of distortion in audio signals by rendering them inaudible in the perception

process. It is this latter characteristic that is found to be useful in audio compression schemes.

An extensive treatise on psychoacoustics can be found in [2]. For the purpose of this disser-

tation, a few relevant topics are chosen for more detailed discussion. These include the notion of

critical band analysis, the threshold in quiet, and the masking effects.

- 16 -



2.1.1 Critical Band Analysis

The notion of critical bands is central to the study of human auditory perception. The term
was first coined by H. Fletcher over 45 years ago [3]. In his experiments, he discovered that for
each distinct tone, there exists a band of frequencies centered at that tone in which the just-

noticeable noise energy remains nearly constant, regardless of the bandwidth of the noise and

its spectral shape. Furthermore, he discovered that the bandwidth of this critical band tends to

increase as the frequency of the center tone increases. Roughly speaking, the critical bandwidth

remains approximately 100 Hz up to a frequency of 500 Hz. Above that frequency, critical bands

show a bandwidth of about 20% of the center frequency. This conforms to the expectation that

the frequency resolution of the human ear decreases and its temporal resolution increases with

frequency.

For ease of usage, researchers have derived a critical band scale by dividing the linear fre-

quency scale into a bank of adjacent bandpass filters, each with a critical bandwidth. Although

actual inner ear operation would not show such distinct demarcations, the resulting scale has been

useful for reference purposes. The critical band number, x, is given the unit of bark, after the

German scientist Barkhausen. There are around 24 barks from DC to 13.5 Hz. Table 2.1 (taken

from [2]) shows the relationship between the bark scale and the linear frequency scale. In [4], a

mathematical relationship is given between linear frequency f (Hz) and critical band number x for

f above 500 Hz:

f = 650 sinh(x/7). (2.1)

In later experiments many different methods were used to derive and verify the critical band-

widths. Each confirmed the validity of the concept. It was also found that the critical band scale is

rooted in human anatomy. For example, the critical band rate, x, was found to be approximately

proportional to the spatial distance along the basilar membrane; that is, 1 bark • 1.3 mm [2].

Physiologically, 1 bark corresponds to roughly 150 hair cells [2] and 1200 primary nerve fibers [4]

in the cochlea.

2.1.2 Threshold in Quiet

The threshold in quiet, also known as the absolute hearing threshold, is the lower limit of human

hearing. It indicates, as a function of frequency, the intensity of a pure tone that is just audible.

In acoustic research, the intensity of sound is measured in terms of sound pressure level (SPL), L.

- 17 -
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Chapter 2 Digital Audio Compression

Table 2.1: Critical band rate, x, in relation to the lower (fi) and upper (fe) frequency limit of critical
bandwidths (AfG), centered at fc [2].

- 18 -

x fi,fu fc x AfG x fl,fu fc x AfG
Bark Hz Hz Bark Hz Bark Hz Hz Bark Hz

0 0 12 1720
50 0.5 100 1850 12.5 280

1 100 13 2000
150 1.5 100 2150 13.5 320

2 200 14 2320

250 2.5 100 2500 14.5 380
3 300 15 2700

350 3.5 100 2900 15.5 450
4 400 16 3150

450 4.5 110 3400 16.5 550
5 510 17 3700

570 5.5 120 4000 17.5 700
6 630 18 4400

700 6.5 140 4800 18.5 900
7 770 19 5300

840 7.5 150 5800 19.5 1100

8 920 20 6400

1000 8.5 160 7000 20.5 1300
9 1080 21 7700

1170 9.5 190 8500 21.5 1800
10 1270 22 9500

1370 10.5 210 10500 22.5 2500

11 1480 23 12000
1600 11.5 240 13050 23.5 3500

12 1720 24 15500
1850 12.5 280

Digital Audio CompressionChapter 2



The relationship between L and sound intensity I is given by

L = 20 log(I/Io) dB (2.2)

where the reference value Io is defined as 10-12 W/m 2 .

The broken line in figure 2.1 depicts the threshold in quiet for an average person. Over-

exposure of the hearing system to loud sounds may cause temporary or permanent shifts in this

threshold. As can be seen from the figure, people with normal hearing are most sensitive to soft

sounds in the range of 10-18 barks (1-5 kHz). People who are suffering from hearing loss, however,

may have an elevated threshold in parts of the spectrum such as around 3-4 kHz.

_J

.• 40 -

c20 -
.o
'ZB

0 5 10 15 20
critical-band rate in barks

Figure 2.1: Masking effect and threshold in quiet [2]. The broken line is the threshold in quiet. The solid
line shows the altered threshold due to narrow-band noise of 60 dB sound pressure level centered at 1 kHz.

2.1.3 Masking Effects

Masking is the phenomenon in which one signal is rendered inaudible by another, typically louder,

signal occurring in close spectral or temporal proximity. The signal responsible for the masking

effect is termed the masker and the signal rendered inaudible is the maskee. When the two signals

have different spectral contents but occupy the same temporal space, the effect is known as simul-

taneous masking or spectral masking. If, on the other hand, the two signals occur at different times,

usually in close succession, then the effect is called non-simultaneous masking or temporal masking.

Exploitation of the masking effects is perhaps the most significant concept in audio com-

pression. The objective is to shape the distortion introduced by quantization and data reduction

in such a way that the distortion will be masked and therefore inaudible.

19 -
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2.1.3.1 Simultaneous (Spectral) Masking

The methods by which the critical bands of section 2.1.1 are derived are deeply rooted in the

ideas of spectral masking. Of primary interest though are the masking effects that extend beyond

critical bands. When a signal enters the inner ear, its energy is spread along the basilar membrane.

Therefore, a softer signal at a frequency close to that of the tone is rendered inaudible. Studies have

revealed that different types of masking occur, including tones masked by noise and tones masked

by other tones. The phenomenon is complex and masking curves differ significantly in level and

shape with the intensity level of the masker. For example, the masking effect due to narrow-band

noise centered at 1 kHz is shown in figure 2.1 (adapted from [2]). The presence of the masker noise

leads to an elevated just-noticeable threshold for maskee tones that is represented by the solid line

in the diagram.

2.1.3.2 Non-Simultaneous (Temporal) Masking

Related but separate from the above are masking effects in the temporal domain. Empirical evidence

suggests that a signal can mask weaker signals immediately preceding and succeeding it. There

is also evidence that masking for signals occurring after the masker lasts longer than masking for

signals occurring before the masker. Furthermore the temporal masking effect differs with frequency.

As discussed above, the temporal resolution of the human auditory system increases with frequency.

This is reflected in the temporal masking effects which last longer for lower frequency signals than

for higher frequency signals.

While it is obvious that knowledge of spectral masking can be applied to the shaping of

quantization noise in the spectral domain, some understanding of temporal masking effects is also

essential in audio coder design. Because of the time-frequency uncertainty principle, fine frequency

analysis can only be achieved at the expense of temporal resolution. By using the extent of temporal

masking as a lower limit of temporal resolution, a compromise can be reached so that temporal

artifacts are avoided. More on this topic will be discussed in section 3.2.2.

2.2 Frequency-Domain Coding of Audio

Currently, almost all popular audio coders perform compression in the frequency domain. In the

signal-processing literature, such schemes generally come under the names, "transform coder" and
"subband coder". Transform/subband coding of audio has much that is similar to the trans-

form/subband coding of other forms of digital data, such as image, video and speech. Figure 2.2 is
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a high-level block diagram indicating some of the common elements in an audio encoder-decoder
pair. Many of these, such as spectral decomposition and synthesis, quantization and reconstruction,
are also found in image and speech coders. In the following sections, we will briefly discuss each of
these stages and some of their unique aspects when found in audio compression systems.

(a) encoder

spectral coeffcient
synthesis reconstruction decoding

I

' perceptual . _
I modeling
I ----- -.... I-i

(b) decoder

Figure 2.2: High-level block diagram of an audio encoder-decoder pair. Dotted lines indicate optional
elements.

2.2.1 Short-Time Spectral Decomposition

The first stage of frequency-domain coding involves a short-time spectral decomposition of the audio

signal. This serves to recast the signal in a domain that is not only amenable to perceptual modeling

but also conducive to achieving transform coding gain. The techniques used are traditionally

divided into subband filtering and fast transforms, though the underlying concepts are similar.

The relatively recent emergence of the field of multirate filter banks presents a unified theory

underlying both techniques.

For the purpose of audio compression, several criteria have consistently been regarded as
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important in the construction of these decomposition schemes:

1. Critical Sampling This means that the aggregate rate of the subband channels, or alter-
natively the transform coefficients, is the same as the input sample rate. Critical sampling,
while not essential, is desirable because it ensures that no extra dependency between samples

is introduced due to the transformation into a new representation. Also, subsequent stages of

the coder are then not required to operate at a higher aggregate rate than the input sample

rate. Critically sampled systems are also called maximally decimated.

2. Perfect Reconstruction This refers to signal decompositions from which the original signal

can be exactly recovered in the absence of quantization distortion. This again is not essential,
but is highly desirable, because it allows the designers to isolate the introduction of signal

distortion in the quantization and codeword-assignment modules, thereby simplifying the

system design process.

3. High Frequency Resolution There are at least two reasons for wanting high frequency reso-

lution. First, when the audio signal has low spectral flatness, a filter bank with high frequency

selectivity is required to achieve maximal transform coding gain. Second, successful percep-

tual modeling is based on critical-band analysis of the audio signal. If the frequency resolution

of the decomposition scheme can not resolve the lowest and narrowest critical bands of the

human ear, all subsequent computations based on perceptual modeling will be invalid.

4. High Temporal Resolution Although it is a conflicting requirement from the above, high

temporal resolution is also desirable. Low temporal resolution in the decomposition scheme

can lead to artifacts in the compressed signal, the most notable of which is the "pre-echo."

The "pre-echo" issue will be explored in detail in section 3.2.2.

The signal decomposition schemes in most popular audio coders are based on a cosine-

modulated filter bank. It is known under several different names in the literature. Among them are

"Modulated (or Extended) Lapped Transform (MLT & ELT)," "Time-domain Aliasing Cancellation

(TDAC) Filter Bank," and "Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT)." Subsequent chapters

contain further discussion of cosine-modulated filter banks.

2.2.2 Perceptual Modeling

The objective of perceptual modeling in an audio compression scheme is to compute dynamically

a masking threshold under which all distortion is inaudible. Given this masking curve, it is then
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possible to mold judiciously the noise that is inevitably introduced by the coding process to achieve
significant signal compression with minimal loss of perceived audio quality.

The ideas introduced in section 2.1, especially the masking effects in subsection 2.1.3, are
used in the generation of the masking threshold. Earlier, it was mentioned that when a tone enters
the inner ear, its excitation power is spread along the basilar membrane surface. Therefore, signals
of different frequencies and of lower amplitudes may be perceptually masked. Extrapolating this
special case to a general audio signal and coupling it with the absolute hearing threshold (threshold
in quiet), it is possible to derive a signal-dependent masking curve which will form the basis for
quantization-noise shaping.

It is well established that the quality of audio suffers without perceptual modeling. In [5], the
researchers implemented two coders-one with and one without perceptual modeling. Impairments
were found to be audible only in the non-perceptual coder. Another audio coder which lacks
perceptual modeling was found to deliver good audio quality only at high bit rates [6].

2.2.3 Quantization and Codeword Assignment

Data reduction in audio coders occurs in the quantization stage. After the audio signal has been
decomposed, the common practice is to perform dynamic bit allocation. The maximum magnitude
of the distortion introduced to each subband channel from quantization is inversely proportional
to the number of bits allocated. Therefore, it is possible, given a masking curve, to allocate bits
such that the quantization noise is below the perceptual threshold. This bit allocation is typically
performed at the encoder and the resulting distribution sent to the decoder as side information. An
alternate method is to perform the bit allocation in parallel at the decoder [7]. The advantage of
the former method is that, in a broadcast scenario where there are many decoders to one encoder, it
is economically more feasible to make adjustments to the bit-allocation algorithm. This, of course,
comes at the expense of wasted bandwidth for the transmission of side information, a cost that the
latter method can avoid.

There are variations to the popular practice of using uniform scalar quantization on the
subband samples. Several past proposals have suggested the use of various forms of vector quanti-
zation (VQ) in which the samples are quantized jointly instead of independently [8, 9, 10]. In our
research group, experimentation with a simplified form of VQ, known as lattice vector quantization
[11], has shown a small but significant coding gain at the expense of added complexity.

The exact digital representation for sending the quantized samples over a transmission chan-
nel or for storage in a medium also varies from the simple to the complex. The most straightforward
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method is to send directly the bits associated with the quantized sample. A refined method would
be to assign to each quantized sample a variable-length codeword using an entropy-coding scheme
such as Huffman coding. This, however, necessitates the use of a buffer feedback mechanism to
maintain the channel rate [11].

2.3 Other Audio Coding Schemes

The above discussion has provided a brief overview of a conventional audio coder in which com-

pression is performed in the frequency domain. Not surprisingly, there are other audio compression

structures. While it is safe to say that the frequency-domain coding structure described here is by

far the most popular and probably the most effective, it is worth noting some other coding schemes

that differ from the above generic form.

2.3.1 Linear Predictive Coders

Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is a popular speech compression technique. Using this method,
considerable source-coding gain can be realized by accurately predicting the speech samples based

on simple source statistics. However, typical audio signals, as we have noted earlier, do not usually

follow any particular source model. Therefore, LPC performs poorly when applied to audio com-

pression. In [12], it was demonstrated that the high degree of non-stationarity of the audio signals

leads to a loss of prediction gain.

It is worth noting that a variation of LPC known as multi-pulse LPC has been used to code

wideband audio and the researchers who proposed the improved method have claimed a certain

amount of success [13, 14, 15].

2.3.2 Subband ADPCM Coders

In the technique known as subband ADPCM (Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation), the

audio signal is first decomposed to a low number of subbands, typically less than four, and then

encoded by adaptively predicting the samples. The CCITT G.722 coding standard is the most

prominent example of this compression method. It uses no perceptual modeling for noise shaping

and therefore is mainly suitable for coding wideband speech with a bandwidth of up to 7 kHz

(sampled at 16 kHz) at bit rates of 64, 56 and 48 kbits/s.
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Other researchers have attempted to improve upon the G.722 standard by increasing the

number of subbands and by using some coarse perceptual modeling. Examples of these efforts are
found in [16] and [17].

2.3.3 Dynamic Dictionary

Another interesting audio compression scheme was proposed in [18, 19]. In this approach, the

encoder and the decoder maintain a dynamic dictionary of audio waveforms. Only the difference

between the actual signal and the corresponding dictionary entry is transmitted using a wavelet-

based transform coding scheme. This is, in some respects, similar to predictive coding. One

significant difference comes from the use of time warping for matching the waveform to the dictio-

nary entries. This allows the coder to take differences in time-scale into account. The performance

of this coder is allegedly excellent at 48-64 kbits/s.

2.4 Multichannel Audio Compression

Although the study of multichannel audio is beyond the scope of this thesis, we would still like to

point out briefly two of the coding techniques that are used to compress stereo and surround-sound

material.

2.4.1 Sum-Difference Stereo & Matrix Surround

The idea here is simple. When the method applied to a dual-channel audio signal, coding is

performed on the derived channels, L + R and L - R where L and R represent the original left and

right channels respectively. This rematrixing of the audio channels is effective in removing some

of the correlation between the left and right channels. The idea of rematrixing before compression

was first used in [20]. It was extended to surround sound in [21, 22]. A danger of coding in the

new domain is that the original perceptual models may no longer be applicable.

2.4.2 Intensity Stereo & Intensity Surround

Intensity stereo is a technique that exploits another aspect of the human auditory system. In

the perception of stereophonic material, the human ear is found to lack the ability to detect phase

differences between channels at high frequencies. Therefore, it is only necessary to send the envelope
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information of the audio signal and then scale it accordingly for each channel. This compression

method was used in the MPEG standards (see following section) for coding stereo and surround-
sound material.

2.5 Major Research & Development Efforts in Audio Compression

2.5.1 Erlangen, Germany

In Germany, centered at the University of Erlangen is a large research effort housing many of the

pioneers of high-quality audio compression. Prior to their participation in the effort to develop

ASPEC and the MPEG standards, the researchers there, under Karlheinz Brandenburg, developed

two frequency-domain coding algorithms: Low-Complexity Adaptive Transform Coding (LC-ATC)

[23, 24] and Optimum Coding in the Frequency domain (OCF) [25, 26, 27]. Aside from algorithmic

design, the group is also involved in real-time implementation issues [23, 24, 28, 29].

2.5.1.1 Low-Complexity Adaptive Transform Coding (LC-ATC)

Classical Adaptive Transform Coding (ATC) [30] was developed for the compression of speech.

Modification to LC-ATC involves an inclusion of perceptual modeling and also a simplification.

The bit rate required is slightly higher than previous ATC designs. In the LC-ATC compression

scheme, either a block transform or a lapped transform is used to derive 512 spectral coefficients

which are then divided into 46 groups according to the critical bandwidths. A portion of the

available bits follow a fixed allocation while the rest are dynamically allocated using a perceptual

model derived from a logarithmically quantized spectral envelope transmitted as side information.

Quantization of the spectral coefficients is by a block companding method (block floating point).

2.5.1.2 Optimum Coding in the Frequency Domain (OCF)

The OCF algorithm underwent several improvements since its inception. The latest incarnation

uses a 1024-point lapped transform to derive 512 spectral coefficients. The perceptual modeling

stage takes into account the threshold in quiet, basilar-membrane spreading and differences between

tonal and noise-like signals. For coding of the coefficients, a non-uniform quantizer is used in

conjunction with variable-rate entropy coding. The quantization and the codeword assignment are

done in two iteration loops. The outer loop uses an analysis-by-synthesis method to constrain the

quantization noise to below the dynamic masking curve by altering the step sizes in individual
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critical-band groups. The inner loop adjusts the overall step size to maintain a constant bit rate.
The researchers also took note of the temporal artifact known as "pre-echo" (see section 3.2.2 for

details). A variety of control measures were tried. One interesting proposal performs pre-filtering

on the audio frame which contains the transient signal.

2.5.2 AT&T Bell Laboratories

In the United States. one of the major thrusts in audio compression research comes from AT&T

Bell Laboratories. James Johnston was responsible for the Entropy-coded Perceptual Transform

Coder (PXFM) [31]. The PXFM coder uses a 2048-point DFT with 1/16 overlap between blocks for

analysis. Its major contribution though is the development of a perceptual model which is also used

in the OCF. Johnston detailed the method for generation of a masking curve in [31]. His procedure

takes into account critical band analysis, tonality estimation, basilar membrane spreading and

absolute hearing thresholds. With this model, Johnston was able to derive an entropy estimate for

perceptually transparent audio compression, which he termed "perceptual entropy" [32]. Johnston

later extended the PXFM to perform sum-difference encoding on wideband stereo signals. This is

known as the Stereo Entropy-coded Perceptual Transform Coder (SEPXFM) [20].

Currently, AT&T is advancing the next generation of Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC) which

incorporates surround-sound compression and variable time/frequency resolution. This scheme will

be used in at least one of the entrants in the the DAB-standard competition [33] in the United

States.

2.5.3 Centre National d'Etudes des T4lcommunications (CNET)

In France, the Centre National d'Etudes des T4lcommunications (CNET) also studied a form of

adaptive transform coder which is similar to the ones described above [34, 35, 36]. There are two

interesting variations. In the quantization and codeword-assignment stages of their compression

scheme, the coefficients that have energies below the masking threshold are simply not coded.

Instead, their location in the spectrum, or indices, are transmitted using run-length encoding. The

other variation concerns the transmission of the spectral envelope, or spectrum descriptor, which

is necessary as side information to reproduce the masking threshold at the decoder. A predictive

scheme that exploits the correlation between successive temporal blocks is used.

In addition to transform coding, the center also proposed a subband ADPCM coder [16] at

an earlier date.
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2.5.4 Adaptive Spectral Entropy Coding (ASPEC)

Adaptive SPectral Entropy Coding (ASPEC) is the joint effort of several parties, including the
research groups at Erlangen, AT&T Bell Laboratories and CNET [37]. It is supposed to combine
the best parts of OCF, PXFM, and several other transform coders. The basic scheme uses a 512-

band MDCT for analysis and two levels of psychoacoustic modeling. The spectral envelope is sent

as side information using the predictive scheme proposed by CNET. Pre-echo control is by means

of adaptive block-size switching. Quantization and codeword assignment are accomplished using a

double-loop scheme similar to that of OCF.

ASPEC is conceived as an alternative to MUSICAM when the MPEG standards were de-

fined. A collaborative effort merging the two systems later resulted in layer III of the audio portion

of the MPEG standard.

2.5.5 Masking Pattern Adapted Universal Subband Integrated Coding and
Multiplexing (MUSICAM)

Masking pattern adapted Universal Subband Integrated Coding And Multiplexing (MUSICAM)

was developed by the Centre Commun d'Etudes de Teldiffusion & Tel4communications (CCETT),
the Institut Fiir Rundfunktechnik (IRT), Matsushita, and Philips under the European project

known as Eureka 147 [38]. The basic structure of the coder is simple. Subband decomposition

is used to derive 23 subband channels. The masking threshold is calculated in parallel using a

1024-point FFT. For quantization, bits are dynamically allocated to blocks of 36 samples in each

subband and three scale-factors are transmitted for each block. The coding scheme is divided into

three upwardly compatible layers with increasing complexity and increasing subjective performance.

2.5.6 Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG)

The Moving Pictures Expert Group is a committee operating within the International Organization

of Standardization (ISO/MPEG). They are responsible for developing a series of audio-visual stan-

dards for the electronic computing environment, high-definition television, and teleconferencing.

Its audio coding standard is the first international standard in the field of high-quality digital audio

compression [39, 40].

The standardization process is heavily influenced by two existing compression schemes, MU-

SICAM and ASPEC. For example, the idea of having three layers is an inspiration by MUSICAM.

In fact, layers I and II of MPEG are basically those of MUSICAM. In layer III, though, there is
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an effort to increase the frequency resolution of the analysis filter bank. A hybrid filter bank that

cascades MDCT's upon the 23 original subbands is used to maintain compatibility. Other features

such as entropy coding and run-length encoding for zero-value coefficients are also incorporated.

There are also modes for separate treatment of stereo and surround-sound material.

In Phase II of the MPEG standardization, other non-backwards-compatible compression

schemes will probably be incorporated into the standard. These might include the Dolby AC

family of coders and PAC from AT&T.

2.5.7 Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) & MiniDisc (MD)

At the time of writing, two consumer electronic products on the market use audio compression

schemes: the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) from Philips and the MiniDisc (MD) from Sony.

Philips has previously been very active in audio research. Earlier efforts include the development of

MUSICAM, the study of subband audio coding [41] and the compression of stereophonic material

[42]. For the DCC, a simplified version of layer II of the MPEG scheme [43] is used. On the other

hand, the MiniDisc System from Sony uses a different compression scheme called the Adaptive

Transform Acoustic Coder (ATRAC) [44]. This coder uses a hybrid filterbank which first divides

the audio signal to three nonuniform subbands. This is followed by dynamically windowed MDCT's.

Quantization is by floating-point companding. Both the DCC and the MD have low compression

ratios at around 4:1.

2.5.8 Dolby Laboratories

Dolby Laboratories is another major force in the world of high-quality audio. Their noise reduction

system and their surround-sound configuration have both become de facto standards [45]. For audio

compression, researchers at Dolby have developed a family of adaptive transform coders, the AC

family, that are suitable for audio-visual applications [46, 7]. The AC-2 and AC-2A audio coders

from Dolby use an evenly stacked TDAC filterbank. The AC-2A coder uses window switching for

pre-echo control [47]. For the AC-2 coders, quantization and codeword assignment are done on

critical-band groupings of spectral coefficients. In AC-3, the originally monophonic coder was ex-

tended to manage 5.1 channels of surround sound [48]. The quantization and codeword assignment

stages were also modified to allow variable time-frequency groupings of coefficients. AC-3 has been

chosen as the audio standard for the Grand Alliance HDTV system which itself will soon be ratified

as the television transmission standard of the United States.
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2.5.9 MIT-Advanced Television and Signal Processing Group (ATSP)

Research in audio compression here at MIT's Advanced Television and Signal Processing (ATSP)
group has been geared towards HDTV applications. An earlier effort, the MIT audio coder (MI-

TAC), was one of the systems competing to become the US HDTV standard and subsequently was

considered for inclusion into the Grand Alliance HDTV system [49]. MITAC is also an adaptive

transform coder which uses a 1024-point oddly stacked TDAC filter bank. Its unique features

include a finely quantized spectral envelope which is differentially entropy encoded.

Subsequent to MITAC, another compression scheme using hierarchical nonuniform filter

banks and lattice vector quantization was studied [11]. This is described in more detail in section

3.2.2. The work contained in this dissertation is also part of the research effort of this group.

2.6 Parameters for Assessing Audio Coders

Given the formidable array of different audio compression schemes in the previous section, which

still by no means represent an exhaustive list, competition between the various research groups is

inevitable, especially when standardization is involved. The correct way to evaluate the quality

of an audio coder is therefore a subject of much debate. While it is difficult to agree upon one

approach, any good assessment should take into consideration several aspects of the audio coder.

A few of these are discussed in the following.

2.6.1 Subjective Quality

Subjective quality of an audio coder is difficult to describe unless the compressed signal is placed

against a reference high-quality signal. At the time of writing, 16-bit linearly quantized audio at

44.1 kHz (Compact Disc Quality) or 48 kHz (Digital Audio Tape Quality) is the reference against

which all audio quality is measured.

One widely used subjective measure is known as the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). In this

test, subject listeners are asked to classify the quality of coders on an N-point scale, the most

popular one in use being a 5-point adjectival scale. For the evaluation of each segment of audio, the

subject is given three signals (triple stimulus), the first one of which is always the reference. The

next two signals are the reference and the compressed signal in a random order (hidden reference)

known to neither the conductor of the test nor the listener (double blind). The subject is then

asked to decide which of the last two signals is compressed and to give their quality assessment.
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Although the MOS values depend very much on the audio material chosen for the test
and are difficult to duplicate at different locations, it is found to be fairly reliable for comparison

purposes. Given experienced listeners, it is also sensitive to minor impairments in the compressed
audio.

2.6.2 Objective Measurements

Degradations to compressed digital audio, being very different from impairments to analog sound,
have rendered most of the traditional objective measurements such as total harmonic distortion

(THD) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ineffective. Among the newly developed objective mea-

surements is the noise-to-mask ratio (NMR) [50, 51]. The NMR measures the difference between

the masking threshold derived from the input signal and the actual distortion introduced by the

compression scheme. Another form of evaluation known as the Perceptual Audio Quality Measure

(PAQM) [52] transforms the input and output signals of an audio coder to a psychophysical domain

before comparison. Both NMR and PAQM have shown high correlation with MOS assessments.

2.6.3 Bit Rate, System Delay & Complexity

Other parameters for assessing the quality of an audio coder are common to all signal compression

schemes. Most important among these is the bit rate. Most high-quality audio coders claim to

achieve "transparent" quality at a bit rate below 128 kbits/sec. For multichannel sound, there

are coders, such as Dolby AC-3, that can achieve a bit rate of under 400 kbits for 5.1 channels.

System delay and complexity can also be important. The former is especially important for real-

time broadcasting applications. Implementation complexity, though a largely economical issue, also

cannot be ignored.
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Chapter 3

Multirate Filter Banks & Audio Signal

Representations

Historically, signal compression schemes that depend on an initial short-time spectral decomposition

are classified into transform coding and subband coding. While the two formulations approach the

problem from different angles, they are merely different aspects of the same solution. In both cases,
the new representation of the signal after decomposition is no longer purely temporal in nature.

Transformation to a representation that reflects the frequency components of the signal allows the

easy removal of statistical redundancy for the purpose of compression. This is known as transform

coding gain. Aside from transform coding gain, the spectral analysis is also essential in audio

compression schemes for the exploitation of psychoacoustic results. For example, quantization-

noise shaping based on perceptual modeling is performed in the spectral domain.

Not surprisingly, among the most important issues in the design of an audio coder is the

selection of a decomposition scheme that will lead to an appropriate and efficient audio signal

representation. As mentioned earlier, the signal decomposition is commonly achieved by a multirate

filter bank or, equivalently, a lapped transform. In recent years, much attention has been devoted

to the study of these filter banks [53, 54, 55]. The progress in the field of multirate filter banks has

led to parallel formulations in audio compression schemes. We will therefore devote this chapter to

a brief description of these filter banks.

3.1 Theory of Multirate Filter Banks

3.1.1 Basics

The study of multirate filter banks is best approached from the angle of subband filtering. Figure 3.1

shows a generic system based on an M-band multirate filter bank. The analysis stage is composed

of M filters, Ho(z) to HM_1(z), while the synthesis stage consists of another set of M filters, Fo(z)

to FM-1(z). On the analysis side, decimation by a factor of M is necessary to maintain critical

sampling, a criterion first mentioned in section 2.2.1. In this particular example, the bandwidths of
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the resultant subband signals are assumed to be uniform and close to w7/M. However, it is easy to

conceive of nonuniform filter banks, in which case the decimators for each channel will be different.
For synthesis, the filtered subband signals are upsampled to the original rate and summed. Under

the requirement of perfect reconstruction, also first mentioned in section 2.2.1, the recovered signal

y[n] should be, aside from a possible delay, identical to the original signal z[n].

n--I

1j M
F,(z

XM-1(m I
HMI(Z)  M. ,• M- FM 1 (z)

Figure 3.1: System based on a multirate filter bank.

3.1.2 Polyphase Representation

By rearranging the filter banks in figure 3.1 into their polyphase components, a more efficient and

insightful representation of the same system emerges. The polyphase representation is shown in

figure 3.2. Note that computational efficiency has increased because the decimation is done before

the filtering while the upsampling is done afterwards. The polyphase component matrices E(z)

and R(z) are related to the filters Hi(z) and Fi(z) in the following manner.

M-1

Hk(z) = E zr-Ekr(Z M )
r=O

M-1

Fk (z) = ZR- kr-(Z M )
r=O

(3.1)

(3.2)

where the subscript kr means the (k, r)th element of the transfer-function matrices.

As can be expected, there is a large collection of Hi(z) and Fj(z) that will satisfy perfect

reconstruction. However, the polyphase structure suggests one approach by which an FIR filter

bank can be constructed. In [56] and [57], Vaidyanathan selects invertible transfer-function matrices
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Figure 3.2: Polyphase representation of a multirate filter bank.

that satisfy the following paraunitary or lossless property to be E(z).

E(z)E(z) = E(z)E(z) = I

where

E(z) = ET(z-1).

If the synthesis polyphase matrix is then set according to the following, perfect reconstruction is

assured.

R(z) = z-(N-1)E(z) (3.4)

where N - 1 is the order of the matrix E(z).

3.1.3 Block Transform

In the context of compression, one can view transform coding-in particular when block transforms

are used-as a subset of subband coding in which the filter lengths are equal to the decimation

factor. In this scenario, the polyphase component E(z) is a zeroth-order square matrix and can be
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given by

E(z) = A T and E(z) = A. (3.5)

The lossless property then implies that the matrix is orthogonal and represents a reversible finite

transform. Again there are infinitely many invertible matrices A that can serve in this context,
but in practice only a few structured matrices are used. These include the familiar discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) matrix and the discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrix. For example, the DCT-

IV matrix is given by

aij= cos [(n + )(k + (3.6)

where aij denotes the (i,j)th element of A.

Under the block-transform concept, the signal is viewed as being segmented into nonover-

lapping blocks and then transformed. This is in contrast to the subband filtering view, in which the

signal is filtered and then decimated. The two operations are, however, equivalent in many aspects.

While block transforms only form a subset of subband coding, the notion of lapped transforms

which will be discussed in the next chapter is much more general. As a matter of fact, in its most

general form, the lapped transform is equivalent to a uniform paraunitary FIR filter bank.

3.1.4 Time-Frequency Tiling & Complete Representations

One can also view a multirate filter bank as an implementation of a linear series expansion of a

discrete-time signal using an infinite basis, the individual elements of which are localized in time

and in frequency [58]. If the basis is complete then the representation will be critically sampled

and perfect reconstruction can be achieved. For example, in this view, time-shifted versions of the

columns of the transform matrix A will form the basis functions for the decomposition by that

particular block transform.

Localization of the basis functions in time and frequency leads directly to the concept of

time-frequency tiling. It is instructive to think of each basis function as having a certain effective

region of support in the time-frequency plane-the idea of a time-frequency "tile." For example, a

decomposition scheme with uniform bandwidths essentially transforms a purely temporal tiling of

the time-frequency plane into a regular tiling pattern shown in figure 3.3. As we shall see, these

diagrams are helpful for visualizing the different decomposition schemes in various audio coders.
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frequency

-- t -- .. . . .

i t-time

Figure 3.3: Illustration of time-frequency tiling. The particular example shown is a conventional decompo-
sition scheme with uniform bandwidths.

3.2 Multirate Filter Banks in Audio Compression

3.2.1 From Disjoint to Overlapping Temporal Frames

In the context of audio compression, it is, as mentioned earlier, highly desirable for the filter

banks to satisfy the twin criteria of critical sampling and perfect reconstruction. The simplest such

formulation would be a block transform, such as a DFT filter bank with disjoint temporal frames,
which is equivalent to a maximally decimated short-time Fourier transform. The major drawback

for this type of decomposition is the occurrence of blocking artifacts which manifest themselves as

discontinuities across the edge of temporal frames after quantization. In some early audio coders,
critical sampling is compromised to introduce a small amount of overlap between adjacent frames

[31]. Other coders, typically those based on subband filtering, sacrifice perfect reconstruction to

achieve basically the same result.

The development of lapped transforms [59] and discovery of other critically-sampled perfect-

reconstruction filter banks [60] opened new horizons in audio compression. In these decomposition

schemes, overlapping between temporal frames is achieved without compromising either critical

sampling or perfect reconstruction. Such schemes not only minimize the possibility of blocking

artifacts, they also allow the design of better analysis filters, directly affecting the performance of
the audio coder.
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3.2.2 From Uniform to Nonuniform Filter Banks

Until recently, the representations used by many audio coders, for example Dolby AC-2, ASPEC

and MUSICAM [7, 37, 61], have uniform analysis bandwidths. The time-frequency tiling shown in
figure 3.3 is a perfect illustration of this. We can see that the simple tiling results in a tradeoff

between time and frequency resolution that does not respect the critical bandwidths of the human

auditory system. Typically the analysis bandwidth is chosen to be narrow enough to resolve

approximately the critical bands in the low frequencies. In the higher frequencies, subbands are

grouped to imitate the wider critical bands for perceptual-modeling purposes.

frequency

time

---

atime

Figure 3.4: Example illustrating time-frequency tiling with adaptive block size.

Unfortunately, the narrow analysis bandwidths lead to poor temporal resolution. One im-

mediate consequence is the occurrence of the temporal artifact known as the "pre-echo." This

particular distortion arises when a sharp transient occurs in the input signal, for example, during a

glockenspiel strike in which a sudden burst of energy appears in an otherwise quiet passage. After

the coding process, quantization results in noise that is spread over the length of the basis functions.

Given that this noise is equally present in both the part of the signal which has high energy and

the quiescent part preceding it, the distortion in the quiescent part will be relatively large. If the

distortion extends beyond the temporal masking provided by the attack, a "pre-echo" is formed.

In some cases, the audible effect is an unpleasant hiss immediately preceding a sharp attack.

There have been various efforts to correct this deficiency. For example, some coders include

an adaptive mechanism for improving temporal resolution by adjusting the duration of the temporal

frame when a transient is detected [47] (See figure 3.4). This method is favored in many practical

implementations because of its simplicity and effectiveness. However, it requires an explicit mech-
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anism for detecting transient signals and the compression scheme has to suffer a loss of frequency
resolution for the shorter transform blocks.

Another more fundamental approach is the use of a nonuniform filter bank which allows a
closer approximation to the critical bands of the human ear (See figure 3.5). Such an approach will

allow a more uniform architecture without an explicit adaptation step.

frequency

time

Figure 3.5: Example illustrating time-frequency tiling with nonuniform bandwidths.

Development along these lines includes the use of wavelet representations [18] and fractional-

band wavelets to mitigate the coarse octave-scale resolution of two-band wavelets [62]. In this

research group, we have experimented with a hierarchical filter bank structure [11] based on the

extended lapped transform (ELT), the previously mentioned M-band perfect-reconstruction cosine-

modulated filter bank developed by Malvar [63]. For decomposition of audio signals, the hierarchical

filter bank offers significant advantages. The fact that various values of M can be used at different

levels of the decomposition tree provides flexibility in design and simplifies the task of matching the

filter banks to the critical-band structure of the human ear. Similar architectures were developed

by Aware Inc. [64] and Malvar [65].

The performance of the hierarchical filter bank for transient signals can be seen in figure 3.6.

In this example, the audio signal from a castanet is compressed by two schemes, one using a uniform

filter bank and the other using a nonuniform filter bank. In order to achieve a fair comparison, the

quantization and coding modules of both systems are adjusted to the same rate. We can observe

that the high-frequency components in the pre-echo are attenuated in the signal coded using a
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Figure 3.6: Coding of the castanet signal. (a) original signal, (b) version coded with a uniform filter bank,
and (c) version coded with a hierarchical nonuniform filter bank.
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nonuniform filter bank. An informal subjective listening session shows that the "pre-echo" artifact
is inaudible when the signal is coded with the nonuniform hierarchical filter bank.

3.2.3 The Emergence of Time-Varying Filter Banks

The latest advance in filter bank theory stems from time variation of the filter bank. When applied

to audio compression, time variation allows the filter bank to adapt to the input signal, thereby

achieving a higher compression ratio. There are different aspects in a filter bank that can be

time-varying. Previous developments have already considered various possibilities. For example,
in [66], the duration of the transform frames varies with the audio signal. This effectively changes

the resulting number of subbands from time frame to time frame. In another scheme [19], the

basis functions are made to vary while the decomposition structure and therefore the number of

subbands remain unmodified.

time

Figure 3.7: Example illustrating arbitrary time-frequency tiling.

Sometimes it is also useful to vary the decomposition structure itself. Consider the audio

signal representation in figure 3.5. While that particular filter bank offers a close match to the

human auditory system and is therefore mostly free of perceivable artifacts, the wide subbands in

the higher frequencies prevent the system from fully realizing the transform gain. A better trade-

off between fidelity to the auditory model and maximization of transform gain can be achieved

through an adaptive tiling of the time-frequency plane. This concept is best described in [67] and

[68] where binary decomposition trees are pruned according to a rate-distortion measure. Figure 3.7
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shows a conceptual picture of an arbitrarily tiled time-frequency plane. Given the work done in

time-varying lapped transforms [69, 70], extension of the adaptive time-frequency tiling from binary

decomposition trees to one with arbitrary numbers of branches at each node should also be possible.

Further work on time-varying filter banks can be found in [71, 72, 73, 74]. In addition, audio coders

based on adaptive time-frequency tiling recently appeared in the literature [75].
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Biorthogonality in Lapped Transforms

In the previous chapter, we have briefly but repeatedly mentioned the lapped transform, a popular

family of critically sampled perfect-reconstruction filter banks developed by Malvar. Although

lapped transforms are uniform filter banks, they can be fairly versatile. For example, in section

3.2.2, the transforms are cascaded in a hierarchical structure to yield a composite filter bank with

nonuniform subbands. In section 3.2.3, the possibility of using time-varying lapped transforms for

arbitrary time-frequency tiling is also mentioned.

For this doctoral research, one particular realization of lapped transforms is singled out for

improvement by the incorporation of biorthogonality. Previous work in this direction is described

in [77, 78, 79] in which the lapped orthogonal transform (LOT) [59] is generalized to become

the biorthonormal lapped transform (BOLT). We, on the other hand, are primarily interested in

improving the extended lapped transform (ELT) [63]. Part of this work was reported in [80].

4.1 Lapped Transforms

Figure 4.1 shows the general structure of a system based on a lapped transform. The implementation

is that of an M-channel filter bank with an overlapping factor of K. The duration of each transform

frame or, equivalently, the length of each analysis filter is 2KM samples. Note that the decimation

factor for each channel, similar to the multirate filter banks discussed in the previous chapter, is

M, which is equal to the total number of channels, thereby yielding a critically sampled filter bank.

In figure 4.1, the forward transform is represented by a 2KM x M matrix P and the inverse

transform is represented by a similar matrix Q. For ease of later development, we introduce P1

which denotes the lth M x M square block of P; that is,

pT - [P0PT .. P2TK -1]
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Figure 4.1: General structure of a system based on a lapped transform.

Similarly, Q, denotes the lth M by M square block of Q; that is,

QT - [Q0Q1T . QTK-1].

In this notation, it is easy to see that the general lapped transform is actually equivalent to a

uniform paraunitary FIR filter bank. Recall from section 3.1.2 that the polyphase representation

of a multirate FIR filter bank is given by the transfer-function matrices E(z) and R(z). The

relationship between the lapped-transform matrices and the polyphase-component matrices is given

by

N-1

E(z) = z-(N- 1 )PTj
l=0

N-1

R(z) = -(N-1-1)QTJ
1=0

(4.1)

(4.2)
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where J is the counter-identity matrix, given by

0 .. 0 0 1

0 ... 0 1 0

J- 0 ... 1 0 0 (4.3)

1 0 0.. 0 0

4.1.1 Extended Lapped Transforms & Cosine-Modulated Filter Banks

For this research, however, we are mainly interested in the particular realization of the lapped

transform that implements a cosine-modulated filter bank. Imposing a cosine-modulation structure

vastly reduces the design and implementation complexity of the filter bank [81]. We shall see

that only one prototype filter, also known as the analysis or the synthesis window, needs to be

designed. More importantly, there are fast implementation algorithms available [82, 83, 84]. This

type of filter bank is therefore widely used in audio compression. As mentioned before, they are also

known as the "time-domain aliasing cancellation" (TDAC) filter bank [85] or the "modified discrete

cosine transform" (MDCT) [37]. Both are variations on the same theme. For his realization of a

cosine-modulated filter bank, Malvar has coined the terms, extended lapped transform (ELT) and

modulated lapped transform (MLT); the MLT corresponds to a special case (K = 1) of the ELT.

Using the same matrix notation as above, the forward ELT is given by

pnk = h[n] cos [(n + 2 (k+ ] (4.4)M 2 2M

where Pnk is the (n, k)th element of P, and the inverse transform is similarly given by

qnk = f [n] COS [(n + (k + . (4.5)

In the above notation, it is conventional to refer to the prototype filters, h[n] and fin], as the

analysis window and the synthesis window, respectively.
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4.1.2 Perfect Reconstruction in the Extended Lapped Transform

The ELT originally conceived by Malvar is an orthogonal transform in which

P = Q = h[n] = f[n]. (4.6)

Aside from equating the analysis window and the synthesis window, Malvar further stipulates that

the windows used are symmetric, such that

h[n] = h[2KM - n - 1], f[n] = f[2KM - n - 1]. (4.7)

Under these assumptions, time-domain analysis [86] shows that perfect reconstruction is

achieved if both the analysis and synthesis windows satisfy the following constraint:

2K-1-2s

21 h[mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M + n] = S(s) (4.8)
m= O

for s = 0,...,K- 1 and n = 0,...,M -1. The set of nonlinear equations represents KM/2

independent conditions on the KM different coefficients in the analysis window. This leaves KM/2

degrees of freedom for design purposes.

4.2 Generalization of the Extended Lapped Transform

Relaxation of the requirement in (4.6)-the analysis window equals the synthesis window-leads

to the loss of orthogonality in the transform. The question then arises as to whether perfect recon-

struction can still be achieved. If proven possible, the resulting filter bank is known as biorthogonal,
a term commonly used in the wavelet literature [87, 88, 89]. It would then be interesting to know

what design constraints would be required to maintain biorthogonality. Towards this end, a time-

domain analysis similar to the one performed by Malvar for the ELT is necessary.

4.2.1 Time Domain Analysis

Consider the infinite input vector R, the infinite reconstructed vector : and the infinite transform

vector X. We have

X= _ p R (4.9)
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and, if no processing is performed on the transform coefficients, we have

(4.10)

where the infinite matrices P and Q are given by

.

Po

P1 Po

P 2  P 1  PO

P 2K-1 P2K-2 P2K-3

P2K-1 P2K-2

P2K-1
•

\ u

Qo0

Q1

Q2K-1 Q2K-2

Q2K-1

Combining equations (4.9) and (4.10) we get

---
Y = QP k

where perfect reconstruction requires = i. This is achieved if and only if

min(2K-1,2K-1-1)

m=max(0,-1)

QmPm,+i = 6(1)I, for I = -(2K - 1),... ,2K - 1.

(4.11)

This is the biorthonormal condition [58].

To apply condition (4.11) to the context of selection of the analysis and synthesis windows

requires the introduction of more notation. The following serves mostly to isolate the window

functions h[n] and f[n] from the transform matrices. First, we define the square analysis-window

matrix H of order 2KM by

H - diag{h[0], h[l],... , h[2KM - 1]} - diag{Ho, HI,... , H2K-1

where H1 is the lth diagonal square block of order M as in

Hi _ diag{h[1M], h[1M + 1],... , h[1M + M - 1]}.
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The synthesis-window matrix F can also be defined in a similar manner.

F _ diag{f [0], f[1],... , f[2KM - 1]} - diag{Fo, F 1 ,... , F2K-1}

where F1 is the lth diagonal square block of order M as in

F 1 _ diag{f[lM], f[l1M +- 1],... , f[lM + M - 1]}.

Second, we define the 2KM by M modulation matrix 4 which has element [4 ]nk given by

_ 2
[(]nk =- M cos [( S+ ) (k2

Again, we subdivide 4 into square blocks (P of order M, such that

ItT = [ta vT a. di i (45D 0 1 . 2KI .

It is then easy to verify that the transform matrices as defined in (4.4) and (4.5) can be written as

P = H4 and P, = H1 ( 1  for 1 = 0,1,... ,2K - 1

Q = F4 and Q1 = F for l=0,1,... ,2K - 1.

(4.12)

(4.13)

We can also verify, after some algebraic manipulation (refer to [86] for details), that concatenating

the forward and inverse operations of the modulation matrices will lead to the following aliasing.

•+2s (-1)[I+ (-1) iJ]

Tiz+2s+l =0

for
s

=0,1,... ,2K -1

=0,1,... ,2K-1-2i

where J is the counter-identity matrix, given by (4.3).

We now attempt to simplify the biorthonormality condition in (4.11) to form a condition on

the analysis and synthesis windows by substituting (4.12) and (4.13) into (4.11) and using (4.14):

min(2K-1,2K-1-1)

QmPm+l =
m=max(0.-1)

min(2K-1,2K-1-1)

m=max(0,-l)
min(2K-1,2K-1-2s)

m=max(0,-2s)

0

Fm 4'm pHT T 1

(-1)Fm[I + (-1)mJ]Hm+2s

[set 1 = 2s]

for integer s

otherwise.
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Using this, (4.11) can therefore be simplified into the following two equations:

min(2K-1,2K-1-2s)

m=max(0,-2s)

min(2K-1,2K-1-2s)

E ma(-1)mx
m=max(0,-2s)

FmHm+2s = 6(s)I for s = -(K- 1),..., K- 1

mJHm+2s = 0 for s = -(K - 1),... , K - 1.

These are the preliminary constraints on the analysis and synthesis windows

the next section we will simplify these constraints.

in matrix form. In

4.2.2 Simplification of the Constraints

The matrix equations in (4.15) and (4.16), while compact, offer very little insight. In this particular

case, it is better to reduce the equations to scalar form. Towards that end, we first reduce the

number of matrix equations. Observe that each equation in (4.15) and (4.16) can be reduced to

two groups of matrix equations according to the sign of s. Working with (4.15) first, so we have

2K-1-2s

m=0

2K-1

E-
m=-2s

FnHm+2s = 6(s)I for s = 0,... , K - 1

FmnHm+2s = 0

(4.17)

(4.18)for s = -(K - 1),... ,-1.

Given that the analysis window h[n] and synthesis window f[n] are both selected to be symmetric,

the window matrices, H and F, have the following property:

h[n] = h[2KM - 1 - n]

f[n] = f [2KM - 1 - n]

HJ = JH = JH 1 = H 2K-1-1J,

- FJ = JF JF = F2K-l-1J.
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Using these properties, the matrix equations in (4.18) can be shown to be equivalent to the ones

in (4.17).

2K

m=

2K-1

E

-1

FmHm+2s = 0
-2s

FmJJHm+ 2s = 0
n=-2s

2K-1

E JF2K-1-mH2K-1-m-2sJ = 0
m=-2s

2K-1

7 F2K-1-mH2K-1-m-2s 0
m=-2s

Set m' = 2K - 1 - m (note change in summation limits)

2K-1+2s

for s = -(K - 1),...,

[note that JJ = I]

[using (4.19) & (4.20)]

Fm, Hm'-2s = 0

2K-1-2s'

E Fm'Hm'+2s' = 0
m' 0

for s' = 1,. ..,K- 1.

We can see that this reduces to the same condition as in (4.17). A similar procedure can be applied

to (4.16). The end result is the following two conditions.

2K-1-2s

m=0

FmHm+ 2s = 6(s)I

2K-1-2s

S(-1)m FmJHm+ 2s = 0
m=0

for s = 0,... ,K - 1

for s = 0,..., K - 1

Therefore, the design constraints on the analysis and synthesis windows are reduced to the 2K

matrix equations in (4.21) and (4.22). Each of these matrix equations corresponds to M scalar

equations as in the following:
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e-z

(4.21)
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Design Constraints on the Analysis and Synthesis Windows

2K-1-2s

S f[mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M + n] = 6(s) (4.23)
m=O

2K-1-2s

(-1)m f[mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M + (M - n - 1)] = 0 (4.24)
m=for O...

for s= 0,...,K -1 and n= 0,...,M-1.
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Chapter 5

Advantages from Incorporation of
Biorthogonality

To many engineers, the raison d'etre of any theoretical development is that it eventually leads to

practical improvement. For this reason, we explore in this chapter the advantages of incorporating

biorthogonality into lapped transforms and investigate how the new filter bank can be used to

improve audio coder performance. Relaxation of the orthogonality requirement in the transform

should lead to more degrees of design freedom. This additional freedom is important because it

directly affects the ability of the designer to create filter banks with desired properties. There-

fore, an important question is to quantify the increase in degrees of freedom obtained by allowing

biorthogonality in the filter bank. In the following, we address this question for three special cases

(K = 1, 2, 3). A general result is then shown and proven. The chapter concludes with a suggestion

for how this increased flexibility can be valuable in audio compression.

5.1 Increase in Degrees of Freedom: Special Cases

In the previous chapter, we arrived at the equations in (4.23) and (4.24), conditions required to

achieve perfect reconstruction in the biorthogonal filter bank. Note that there is a total of 2KM

design variables in the construction of the symmetric windows of the filter bank. If there are,
as the number of equations indicate, 2KM conditions, then we would have no design freedom.

Fortunately, unlike the ELT constraints in which the KM/2 equations are all independent, there

is a certain amount of dependency among the 2KM equations for the biorthogonal case. In the

following we will endeavor to remove the dependencies in order to determine exactly how many

degrees of freedom we have gained from incorporating biorthogonality.

5.1.1 Special Case I: K = 1

When the overlapping factor is one, only adjacent transform frames overlap. In lemmas 5.1 and 5.2,
we reduce the equations that are associated with s = 0. These lemmas will be useful in subsequent
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special cases. The theorem that follows will establish the reduced set of equations for the K = 1

case. The resulting number of degrees of freedom for this case is given in the corollary.

Bear in mind throughout the mathematical development in this chapter that the analysis

window h[n] and the synthesis window f[n] are both symmetric as indicated in (4.7). We will also
assume that all the relevant coefficients are non-zero:

f[n] # 0, h[n] # 0, for n = 0,... ,2KM - 1.

LEMMA 5.1 (Reduction of first set of equations for s = 0)

In the following set of M equations,

f[mM + n]h[mM + n] = 1 for n = 0,... , M - 1,

the equations for n = no are equivalent to the equations for n = M - 1 - no.

Proof.

2K-1

5 f[mM + no]h[mM + no] = 1
m=O

2K-1

5f[2KM- mM- no- 1]h[2KM - mM- no - 1]= 1
m= O

2K-1

4€== E f[(2K- 1 -m)M + (M - no - 1)]h[(2K - 1 - m)M
m=0

set m' = 2K - 1 - m (no change in summation limits)

2K-1

m=0

+ (M - no - 1)] = 1

f[m'M + (M - no - 1)]h[m'M + (M - no - 1)] = 1

LEMMA 5.2 (Reduction of 2nd set of equations for s = 0)

In the following set of M equations,

2K-1

, (-1)' f[mM + n]h[(m + 1)M - n- 1] = 1
m=O

for n = 0,... ,M-1,
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the equations for n = no are equivalent to the equations for n = M - 1 - no.

Proof.

2K-1

S(-1)m f[mM + no]h[(m + 1)M - no - 1] = 0
m=0

2K-1

E (-1)mn f[2KM - M - no - 1]h[2KM - TmM- M - no] = 0
m=o

2K-1

E (-i)mf [(2K - 1 - m)M + (M - no - 1)]h[(2K - 1 - m)M - no] = 0
m=0

set m' = 2K - 1 - m (no change in summation limits)

2K-1

E (-1)mf [m'M + (M - no - 1)]h[(m' + 1)M - (M - no - 1) - 1] = 0
m'=O

THEOREM 5.3 (Design constraints in K = 1 case)

The constraints on analysis window h[n] and synthesis window f[n], required for perfect reconstruc-

tion in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank, reduce, in the K = 1 case, to the following set

of equations:

f[n]h[n] + f[n + M]h[n + M] = 1

f [n]h[n + M] - fin + M]h[n] = 0

(5.1)
(5.2)

where n = 0,. , 1.2''

Proof. When K = 1, we only have one set of equations corresponding

substitution, we get the following:

to s = 0, therefore, by simple

M equations in (4.23) -K=,s= Equations in (5.1) for n = 0,... , M - 1
K=l,s=o

M equations in (4.24) -K=,s=0> Equations in (5.2) for n
K=l,s=O

= 0,... ,M -1.

From lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we know that, in both cases, M/2 of the equations are equivalent to the

other M/2. Therefore the range of n for the above equations can be reduced from [0, M) to [0, M).2 "
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This gives the desired result.

COROLLARY 5.4 (Degrees of freedom in K = 1 case)

For the K = 1 case, there are at least M degrees of freedom in choosing the combined total of 2M

coefficients in the analysis and synthesis windows in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank.

Proof. This follows directly from theorem 5.3. There are M + M = M design constraints on the

2M design variables. This leaves M degrees of freedom. EO

An equivalent result has been observed in the context of time-domain aliasing cancellation

[90].

5.1.2 Special Case II: K = 2

This case is slightly more complicated than the previous one, but similar arguments can be made

to reduce the constraints. First, it is necessary to introduce lemma 5.5 in which the number of

design constraints which are originally associated with the ELT is reduced. Lemma 5.5 will also be

useful in latter cases.

LEMMA 5.5 (Reduction of the ELT design constraints)

In the following set of equations, for all K, M,

h[mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M + n] = 6(s) where
8

= 0,... ,M - 1,

= 0,... ,K - 1,

the equations for n = no are equivalent to the equations for n = M - 1 - no.

Proof.

2K-1-2s

1Z h[mM + no]h[(m + 2s)M + no] = 6(s)
m=0

2K-1-2s

- E h[2KM - mM - no - 1]h[2KM -(m + 2s)M - no - 1] = 6(s)
m=O

2K-1-2s

S h[(2K 1 - m)M + (M - no -1)]
m=O

.h[(2K -1 - m - 2s)M + (M - no - 1)]= 6(s)
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Set m' = 2K -1 - 2s - m (no change in summation limits)

2K-1-2sS h[m'M + (M - no - 1)]h[(m' + 2s)M + (M - no - 1)] = 6(s)
m' =

LEMMA 5.6 (Reduction of set of equations for s = K - 1)

Given the set of M equations,

5 (-1)m f[mM + n]h[(rm + 2K - 2)M + (M -
m=O

Sf [mM + n]h[(m + 2K - 2)M + n] = 0
m=0

is equivalent to the following set of M/2 equations,

n - 1)] = 0 for n = 0,... , M - 1,

(5.3)

for n = 0,... , M - 1, (5.4)

1

h[mM +n]h[(m + 2K - 2)M +n] = 0
m=0o

M
for n = 0,... , - 1.2

Proof. Note first that (5.3) can be written as follows:

f[n]h[(2K - 1)M - n - 1] - f[M + n]h[2KM - n - 1] = 0

S f[n]h[(2K - 1)M - n - 1] = f [M + n]h[2KM - n- 1]

We can then show that equation (5.4)

f [n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

+f[M + n]h[(2K - 1)M + n] = 0

-+ f [n]h[(2K - 1)M - n - 1]h[(2K - 2)M + n]
+f [M + n]h[(2K - 1)M - n - 1]h[(2K - 1)M + n] = 0

==+ f [M + n]h[2KM - n - 1]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

+f [M + n]h[(2K - 1)M - n - 1]h[(2K - 1)M + n] = 0

h[2KM - n - 1]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

[by (5.6)]
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+h[(2K - 1)M - n - 1]h[(2K - 1)M + n] = 0

h[n]h[(2K - 2)M + n] + h[n + M]h[(2K - 1)M + n] = 0 [by (4.7)]

(5.5) for n = 0,... M - 1 (5.7)

The set of equations in (5.7) are for n E [0, M) and therefore are not completely equivalent to those

in (5.5). However, since (5.7) is the exact same set of equations as the ELT design constraints,
invoking lemma 5.5 reduces the range of n to [0, M) as desired. O

THEOREM 5.7 (Design constraints in K = 2 case)

The constraints on analysis window h[n] and synthesis window f[n], required for perfect reconstruc-

tion in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank, reduces, in the K = 2 case, to the following

set of equations.

f [n]h[n] + f [M + n]h[M + n] (5.8)

+f[2M + n]h[2M + n] + f[3M + n]h[3M + n] = 1

f [n]h[3M + n] - f[M + n]h[2M + n]

+f[2M + n]h[M + n] - f[3M + n]h[n] = 0

f [n]h[M + n] - f [M + n]h[n] = 0 (5.10)

h[n]h[2M + n] + h[M + n]h[3M + n] = 0 (5.11)

for n = 0,... M1 - 1 in (5.8), (5.9) and (5.11), and n = 0,... , M - 1 in (5.10).

Proof. The equations associated with s = 0 can be reduced for the K = 2 case in

the K = 1 case using lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 (see proof of theorem 5.3) as follows:

the same way as

M equations in (4.23) -K=2,s= M/2 equations in (5.8),K=2,s=0

M equations in (4.24) K=2,s= M/2 equations in (5.9).
K=2,s=0

The equations associated with s = K - 1 = 1 can be reduced with the result from lemma 5.6 as

follows:

IM equations in (4.23)
M equations in (4.24)

M equations in (5.10)

K=2,s=1 M/2 equations in (5.11).
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COROLLARY 5.8 (Degrees of freedom in K = 2 case)

For the K = 2 case, there are at least 3M/2 degrees of freedom in choosing the combined total of

4M coefficients in the analysis and synthesis windows in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter

bank.

Proof. This follows from theorem 5.7. We can count a total of 5M/2 design constraints for the 4M

design variables. That leaves 3M/2 degrees of freedom. EO

On comparison with corollary 5.4, the latest result comes as somewhat of a surprise. The

doubling of degrees of freedom for the K = 1 case is fairly intuitive and it suggests similar results

for higher K. Instead, at K = 2, we already see that the increase in degrees of freedom has fallen

short of expectations. It is therefore instructive to study at least one more special case of K.

5.1.3 Special Case III: K = 3

As in the previous two cases, we begin with lemma 5.9 in which we reduce the number of equations

associated with s = K - 2.

LEMMA 5.9 (Reduction of set of equations for s = K - 2)

Given the following sets of equations,

m=O

f [mM + n]h[(m + 2K - 2)M + n] = 0

S(-1)m f[mM + n]h[(m + 2K - 2)M
m=0

Z (-1)mf [mM + n]
m=O

+ (M-n-1)] =0

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)h[(m + 2K - 4)M + (M - n - 1)] = 0

all for n = 0,... , M - 1, then the set of equations,

f [mM + n]h[(m + 2K - 4)M + n] = 0 for n = 0,... , M - 1,

is equivalent to

3

h[mM + n]h[(m + 2K - 4)M + n] = 0
m=0

M
for n=O,... 1.2

3

m=0

(5.15)

(5.16)
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Proof. First we rewrite the equations in (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14), using the symmetric property in

(4.7),

(5.12) W f [n]h[n + M] = f [n + M]h[n] (5.17)

(5.13) = f [n]h[(2K - 2)M + n] = -f[n + M]h[(2K - 1)M + n]

(5.18)

f [n + 2M]h[n + M] - f[n + 3M]h[n]
(5.14) M [2M] -(5.19)

= f [n + M]h[n + 2M] - f [n]h[n + 3M]

all for n = 0,... ,M

the following:

- 1. From lemma 5.6 we also know that, given (5.13), (5.12) is equivalent to

> h[mM + n]h[(m + 2K - 2)M + n] = 0
m=O

- h[n]h[(2K - 2)M + n] = h[n + M]h[(2k - 1)M + n].

Based on the above, we can then show that the equations from (5.16)

f[n]h[(2K - 4)M + n] + f[M + n]h[(2K - 3)M + n]

+f [2M + n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

+f[3M + n]h[(2K - 1)M + n]

h[M + n]f[rn]h[(2K - 4)M + n]

+h[M + n]f [M + n]h[(2K - 3)M + n]

+h[M + n]f[2M + n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

+h[M + n]f[3M + n]h[(2K - 1)M + n]

f [M + n]h[n]h[(2K - 4)M + n]

+f [M + n]h[M + n]h[(2K - 3)M + n]

+h[M + n] f [2M + n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

-f[3M + n]h[n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

f [M + n]h[n]h[(2K - 4)M + n]

+f [M + n]h[M + n]h[(2K - 3)M + n]

+f [M + n]h[2M + n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

-f[n]h[3M + n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

f [M + n]h[n]h[(2K - 4)M + n]

-0

=0

= 0

= 0

[using (5.17) & (5.20)]

[using (5.19)]

(5.20)
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+f [M + n]h[M + n]h[(2K - 3)M + n]

+ f[M + n]h[2M + n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

+f[M + n]h[3M + n]h[(2K - 1)M + n] = 0 [using (5.18)]

e- h[n]h[(2K - 4)M + n] + h[M + n]h[(2K - 3)M + n]

+h[2M + n]h[(2K - 2)M + n]

+h[3M + n]h[(2K - 1)M + n] = 0

e-= (5.16) for n = 0,... ,M -1 (5.21)

Invoking lemma 5.5 reduces the range of n for (5.21) from [0, M) to [0, M) to match (5.16). O

THEOREM 5.10 (Design constraints in K = 3 case)

The constraints on analysis window h[n] and synthesis window f[n], required for perfect reconstruc-

tion in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank, reduce, in the K = 2 case, to the following set

of equations:

5

Sf[mM + n]h[mM + n] = 1 (5.22)
m=O

5

f [mM + n]h[(m + 1)M - n - 1]= 1 (5.23)

m=O

f[n]h[3M - n - 1] + f[M + n]h[4M - n - 1]5.24)

+f[2M + n]h[5M - n - 1] + f[3M + n]h[6M - n- 1] = 1

h[n]h[2M + n] + h[M + n]h[3M + n] (5.25)

+h[2M + n]h[4M + n] + h[3M + n]h[5M + n] = 0

f [n]h[M + n] - f [M + n]h[n] = 0 (5.26)

h[n]h[4M + n] + h[M + n]h[5M + n] = 0 (5.27)

for n = 0,... , - 1 in (5.22), (5.23), (5.25), and (5.27), and n = 0,... , M - 1 in (5.24) and

(5.26).

Proof. The equations associated with s = 0 can be reduced for the K = 3 case in the same way as

the K = 1 and K = 2 cases using lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 (see proof of theorem 5.3):

M equations in (4.23) K=3s= M/2 equations in (5.22)
K=3,s=0M2 equations in (5.23).

M equations in (4.24) - * M/2 equations in (5.23).
K=3,s=0
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The equations associated with s = K - 1 = 2 can be reduced with the result from lemma 5.6 (see

proof of theorem 5.7):

M equations in (4.23)

M equations in (4.24)

The equations associated with s = K

Taking the equations associated with s

M equations in (4.23)

M equations in (4.24)

K=3,s=2 M

-2 = 1 can

= 2 as given,

K=3,s=1 M

equations in (5.26)

/2 equations in (5.27).

be reduced with the result from lemma 5.9.

equations in (5.24)

/2 equations in (5.25).

COROLLARY 5.11 (Degrees of Freedom in K = 3 case)

For the K = 3 case, there are at least 2M degrees of freedom in choosing the combined total of 6M

coefficients in the analysis and synthesis windows in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank.

Proof. This follows from theorem 5.10. There is a total of 4M design constraints on 6M design

variables leaving 2M degrees of freedom. O

5.2 Increase in Degrees of Freedom: General Case

5.2.1 Emerging Pattern from Special Cases

The results from the special cases in the previous section are summarized in table 5.1. At this point,
a pattern emerges. Under lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, the constraints associated with s = 0 are reduced

from 2M to M equations. For the constraints associated with s > 0, however, the reduction is

from 2M to 3M/2 equations. We can also see that lemma 5.6 will be applicable to the constraints

associated with s = K - 1 for all K, and the same can be said of lemma 5.9 for s = K - 2.

It is therefore not hard to extrapolate to the case of K = 4. The constraints associated

with s = 0, 2, 3 will be reduced using the lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.6 and 5.9 as before. We can further

conjecture the existence of another lemma (for the case s = K - 3) which will reduce the 2M

equations associated with s = 1 to M/2 equations. This will give a total of 11M/2 constraints for

8M design variables, leaving 5M/2 degrees of freedom. Extending this conjecture to all K, we can

expect (3K - 1)M/2 constraints for 2KM variables, leaving (K + 1)M/2 degrees of freedom. If
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Table 5.1: Reduction of constraints for different values of K and s, with associated lemmas.

K=1 K=2 K=3
2M -4 M equations 2M --+ M equations 2M -+ M equations

lemmas 5.1 & 5.2 lemmas 5.1 & 5.2 lemmas 5.1 & 5.2

2M -+ 3M/2 equations 2M -+ 3M/2 equations
lemma 5.6 for s=K-1 lemma 5.9 for s= K-2

N/A 2M -+ 3M/2 equations
lemma 5.6 for s= K-1

No. of Variables 2M 4M 6M
No. of Equations M 5M/2 4M

Degrees of Freedom M 3M/2 2M

proven true, this represents an increase of M/2 degrees of freedom over the orthogonal case (ELT).

Table 5.2: Conjecture for the special case of K = 4 and the general case for all K.

K = 4 all K

No. of Variables 8M 2KM

No. of Equations 11M/2 (3K - 1)M/2

Degrees of Freedom 5M/2 (K + 1)M/2

The form of the reduced design constraints can also be extrapolated from the special cases.

In general, the design constraints fall into three groups.

* Group (1)

2K-1-2s

E h[mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M + n] = 0
m=O

where s = 1,... , K - 1 and n = 0, ... , - 1. Note that these are the exact same constraints

as in the orthogonal case, except for the equations for s = 0 which are removed. The removal

of those M/2 equations accounts for the increase of M/2 degrees of freedom.

* Group (2)

2K-1-2s

E (-1)m f [mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M - n - 1] = 0
m=0O

where s = 1, ... , K - 1 and n = 0,... , M - 1. The bilinear equations here will become linear
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if one of the two windows is known. This is very important to the design process. Note again

that the s = 0 case is not present.

Group (3)

2K-1

Z f[mM + n]h[mM + n] = 1
m=0

2K-1

Z (-1) m f [mM + n]h[(m + 1)M - n - 1] = 1
mr=O

where n = 0, ... , M - 1. This is the s = 0 case that is missing from equation group (2).

Notice that there are (K - 1)M equations in group (2) and M equations in group (3).

Assuming that the conjecture is correct and the analysis window h[n] is accurately designed, the

equations in groups (2) and (3) combine to become KM linear constraints on the KM variables of

the synthesis window f[n]. In other words, given h[n], f[n] will be uniquely determined by these

KM equations.

The above conjecture was empirically tested for cases up to K = 4 by using randomly selected

analysis windows that conform to the constraints in group (1). The empirical tests show that

perfect reconstruction is always achieved. Furthermore, the synthesis window is always uniquely

determined, which is a good indication that the equations in groups (2) and (3) are independent.

Since we also know that the constraints in group (1) are the same as the ELT constraints, they

should also be independent. Therefore, we are fairly certain that the total of (3K-1)M/2 equations

represent independent constraints.

5.2.2 Theorem & Proof for the General Case

In this section, we attempt to prove the conjecture detailed in the previous section. In theorem

5.12, we will also present and prove the closed form solution for f [n], given h[n] is correctly designed

and known.

THEOREM 5.12 (Independent Design Constraints)

The constraints on analysis window h[n] and synthesis window f[n], required for perfect recon-

struction in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank reduces to the following set of equations:

2K-1-2s

E h[mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M + n] = 0 (5.28)
m=O
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= 0,... -1, and

f [n] =
h[n]

2K-1

m=nO

(5.29)
(h[mM + (n mod M)]) 2

for n = 0,... ,KM - 1.

Proof. This proof is separated into three parts. First, we analyze an alternative formulation of the

biorthogonal filter bank. This formulation is basically the ELT in conjunction with an amplitude-

equalization step. It will be shown that the design constraints on the ELT analysis window is the

same as (5.28) and the rest of the system, namely the equalization, is uniquely determined. In

the second step, we will show that, under perfect reconstruction, the alternative formulation is

equivalent to the biorthogonal filter bank we have studied originally. The third step will allow us

to incorporate the equalization into the synthesis window giving (5.29). It is then easy to show by

substitution that (5.29) will satisfy the KM linear equations in groups (2) and (3) in the previous

section.

Step 1 Alternative Formulation (ELT with amplitude equalization)

Figure 5.1 is a simplified version of figure 4.1 which shows a system based on a lapped

transform. We will be using this simplified diagrammatic approach for our discussion.

Figure 5.1: Simplified diagram of a system based on a lapped transform.

Now, consider the formulation in figure 5.2. This is basically the ELT with amplitude

equalization-multiplication by a[n]-after overlap-add is performed. Now, we would like to see

what is necessary for this newly formulated system to satisfy perfect reconstruction. First we define

B and b[n] as follows

B - diag{... , b[-1], b[O], b[1],. .. , b[n],... }
1

where b[n] =
a[n]
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In the notation established in section 4.2.1, perfect reconstruction is achieved if and only if

(5.30)

where P, to refresh your memory, is the infinite transform matrix.

Figure 5.2: Alternative formulation of system (ELT with amplitude equalization).

As was evident from the time-domain analysis in section 4.1.2, P represents periodic ap-

plication of the transform matrix P. Under perfect reconstruction, B will also assume a periodic

structure as in the following:

B - diag{... ,B, B, B,... }

where B - diag{b[0], b[1],... , b[M - 1]}.

In other words, b[n] is periodic with period M. The variation on the biorthonormal condition in

(5.30) can then be rewritten as follows:

2K-1-1
P T = 5(l)B,

mOPmPm+
m= o

for 1 = 0,... , 2K - 1.

Again, the notation introduced in section 4.1.2 is used.

Using a similar technique as before, we simplify by separating the transform matrix into a

window matrix and a modulation matrix:

2K-1-1

SPmPm+1 =
m=0

2K-1-1
T TZ Hmm m+1HI

m=O

2K-1-2s
S(-1)"Hm[I+(-1)mJ]Hm+

2s
0m=

0

[Set 1 = 2s]

for integer s

otherwise.
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Using this result, (5.31) can therefore be simplified into the following two equations:

2K-1-2s

E HmHm+2 s = 6(s)B for s = 0,... ,K- 1,
m=0

2K-1-2s

E (-1)m HmJHm+ 2s = 0
m=O

for s = 0,... ,K - 1.

(5.32)

(5.33)

The left hand side of equation (5.33) is identically zero. Therefore, the only design constraints

are given by (5.32), shown below in scalar form:

2K-1-2s

5 h[mM + n]h[(m + 2s)M + n] = 6(s)b[n]
m=O

(5.34)

where s = 0,... , K - 1 and n = 0,... , M - 1. The M equations associated with s = 0 uniquely

determine b[n] but they do not constitute design constraints on h[n]. For s = 1,..., K - 1, the

number of equations can be reduced by half using lemma 5.5. We are therefore left with (K - 1)M/2

constraints. Observe that the (K - 1)M/2 constraints are the same as those in (5.28) and they

lead to (K + 1)M/2 degrees of freedom for designing h[n].

Step 2 Equivalence between the original biorthogonal system and the alternative formulation

We return to the original formulation of the biorthogonal filter bank.

generality, we can rewrite the synthesis window f[n] as follows:

f[n] = h[n]c[n]

Without loss of

for n =0,... ,M -1, (5.35)

and in matrix notation, we can write

F = HC and Q = PC

where C = diag{c[0], c[1],... , c[2KM - 1]}.

A diagrammatic representation is given in figure 5.3.

To show that the system as depicted in figure 5.3 is equivalent to that in figure 5.2, we have
to show the two subsystems in figure 5.4 to be equivalent. That is to say, we require the use of
post-overlap-add equalization a[n] be equivalent to the use of pre-overlap-add equalization c[n].

Given that c[n] has 2K times more coefficients than a[n], the two subsystems and therefore
the two formulations will not be equivalent under most circumstances. As a matter of fact, it is
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Figure 5.3: A different representation of the system in figure 5.1.

a[n]

.1z

.. me ...

c [0] * S

* 0

4k

z-1c [2KM- 2]

c[2KM- 1]

(a) From figure 5.2 (b) From figure 5.3

Figure 5.4: Subsystems from figures 5.2 and 5.3.

easy to verify that the two subsystems will be equivalent if and only if

c[n] = a[n mod M]. (5.36)

In other words, c[n] has to be periodic with period M. Fortunately, this is indeed the case when

the biorthogonal filter bank satisfies perfect reconstruction. The design constraints in (4.23) and

(4.24) in effect guarantee that c[n] is periodic. Consider, for example, the case of s = K - 1. The

constraint in (4.24) reduces to the following:

f[n]h[n + M] - f [n + M]h[n] = 0

<--> c[n]h[n]h[n + M] - c[n + M]h[n]h[n + M] = 0

c[n] = c[n + M]. (5.37)
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Therefore, under perfect reconstruction, the original formulation of the biorthogonal filter bank is

indeed equivalent to the alternative formulation studied in step 1.

Step 3 Formulation of synthesis window f[n]

In (5.34) of step (1), we have already shown that b[n] is uniquely determined by h[n] as

follows:

2K-1

b[n] = (h[n + mM])2 . (5.38)
m=0

Combining this with (5.35) and (5.36) we get

h[n]f[n] = c[n]h[n] =
b[n mod M]

= 2K-1 (5.39)

E (h[mM + (n mod M)])2

m=0

for n = 0,... , KM - 1. It can be shown by substitution that these KM independent equations on

f[n] will satisfy all 2KM equations in (4.23) and (4.24). O

COROLLARY 5.13 (Degrees of Freedom)

There are at least (K+1)M/2 degrees of freedom in choosing the combined total of 2KM coefficients

in the analysis and synthesis windows in the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank.

Proof. This follows from the previous proof. O

5.2.3 Summary & Insight

Theorem 5.12 and the associated corollary 5.13 show that the previous conjecture is correct. For

the design of a M-band biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank based on the ELT approach, we

have (K + 1)M/2 degrees of freedom. This represents an increase of M/2 degrees of freedom over

the orthogonal case. In addition, the theorem also presents a closed-form solution for f[n] given a

correctly designed h[n].

One interesting insight that can be gleaned from the proof to theorem 5.12 shows us where the

increase of M/2 degrees of freedom comes from and also why it is limited to only M/2. It is possible
to divide the perfect reconstruction requirement into two parts, alias cancellation and amplitude
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equalization. By allowing biorthogonality while retaining the cosine-modulation structure of the

lapped transform, we have only relaxed the amplitude-equalization part of the requirement; that

is, the M/2 constraints associated with s = 0. The rest of the design constraints are still necessary

to maintain alias cancellation. Therefore, the increase is limited to M/2 degrees of freedom.

5.3 Design of Biorthogonal Cosine-Modulated Filter Bank

The issue of filter bank design, while beyond the scope of this thesis, is nevertheless very important.

In the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank, only the analysis and the synthesis windows need

to be designed. In this section, we outline two possible design approaches that will satisfy the

constraints.

5.3.1 Design Method Based on Theorem

Theorem 5.12 points directly to an approach for designing the windows. We can first construct

an analysis window h[n] that satisfies the constraints in (5.28). Towards that end, algorithms for

constrained optimization such as the augmented Lagrangian technique might be used [86]. Once

h[n] is known, f[n] is uniquely determined by the equations in (5.29).

This design approach is exceptionally useful when K = 1. For the case of K = 1, there are

no constraints associated with (5.28). We can therefore choose freely a desirable symmetric window

h[n], and then solve for f[n] by using

f [n] = (5.40)
h2[n] + h2[n + M]

It should be noted that the symmetry of the system also allows us to design the synthesis window

fin] first and then solve for the analysis window h[n].

Having complete freedom in our choice of one of the windows can be very significant. In the

orthogonal case, the design is subject to the M/2 constraints given in (4.8). This greatly restricts

the ability of the designer to choose an appropriate window. Among the commonly-used windows,
only the raised-sine window satisfies the constraints. It is given by

h[n] = sin n + 1 2)~7. (5.41)

Further optimization is very difficult because the constraints are nonlinear. For the biorthogonal
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filter bank, no similar condition exists for one of the two windows. It is possible, for example, to use

the familiar Kaiser window in which the tradeoff between mainlobe width and sidelobe attenuation

is controlled by a single parameter /3. The Kaiser window is given by

h[n] = 0o[p(1 - [2(n - M/2)/M]2) 1/ 2]
h[n] (5.42)

where Io(-) represents the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the first kind [91]. In figure 5.5,
we have chosen Kaiser windows with different 0 as the analysis window. The pairs of analysis and

synthesis windows shown are all valid and satisfy the perfect reconstruction requirement.

The drawback to this design method is that there is no direct control over the design of the

second window, be it h[n] or f[n]. Consider the design example in figure 5.5 again. As the sidelobe

behavior in the frequency response of the analysis window improves with /, the corresponding syn-

thesis window becomes increasingly misshapened and its frequency response deteriorates. However,
as we shall see in section 5.4, this increased flexibility can still be of great use.

5.3.2 Joint-Analysis-and-Synthesis-Window Design

A potentially better method would be to design the analysis and synthesis windows jointly. For

example, we can minimize the weighted stopband energies in a single error function:

a = f H(ej" ) d + a IF(e ") 2 dw (5.43)

where w, and w' are the stopband frequencies of the analysis filter and the synthesis filter respec-

tively, and a is the weighting factor. This is of course subject to the design constraints either in

the (4.23), (4.24) pair or in the (5.28), (5.29) pair. Again, constrained optimization methods such

as the augmented Lagrangian technique can be used. Unfortunately, preliminary efforts have not

led to a reasonable solution. Further study is required to make this design approach work.

5.4 Significance to Audio Compression

5.4.1 Filter-Bank Design Criteria in Audio Compression

To understand how the biorthogonal filter bank can be useful in audio compression schemes will

require the re-examination of the design criteria detailed in section 2.2.1. The first two criteria,
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(a) Analysis Window (Kaiser /3 = 2)

(c) Analysis Window (Kaiser P = 4)

(e) Analysis Window (Kaiser / = 6)

(g) Analysis Window (Kaiser P = 8)

(b) Corresponding Synthesis Window (3 = 2)

(d) Corresponding Synthesis Window (3 = 4)

(f) Corresponding Synthesis Window (/ = 6)

(h) Corresponding Synthesis Window (/ = 8)

Figure 5.5: Analysis and synthesis windows and their corresponding frequency responses for a special case
(K = 1) of the biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank. 512-point (10.7 msec) Kaiser windows with
3 = 2, 4, 6, 8 are used as the analysis windows. Frequency responses are those of the windows modulated to
250 Hz.
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perfect reconstruction and critical sampling, are automatically satisfied by the new formulation.

The criterion of high frequency resolution, on the other hand, warrants further study. In the

orthogonal case, the analysis and synthesis filters are identical. It is therefore not necessary to

differentiate between the reasons for needing high frequency resolution in the two stages. In the

biorthogonal case, however, it is useful to do so.

On the analysis side, as mentioned before, high frequency resolution is required for transform

coding gain and perceptual modeling. On the synthesis side, however, what is more important is

for the synthesis filters or basis functions to have minimum leakage into other subbands, or, in

other words, to have good sidelobe behavior. Recall that in a typical audio coder, a masking curve

is derived from perceptual modeling. Bits are then dynamically allocated from a common pool to

each coefficient or group of coefficients such that the resulting distortion will be below the masking

threshold. This delicate operation will be invalidated if the distortion in one coefficient is affected

considerably by the distortions present in other coefficients due to poor sidelobe behavior. Since

quantization-noise shaping is the foundation on which audio compression schemes are built, this

last reason is actually the most important of the three mentioned. Lower transform coding gain

can in many cases be tolerated. Adequate frequency resolution can be provided to the perceptual

modeling stage by performing a separate spectral analysis in parallel (as in the MPEG audio coding

scheme). A valid foundation for quantization-noise shaping, however, is essential to make the audio

compression scheme work.

5.4.2 Synthesis-Filter-Bank Design in Audio Coders

We know from [86] that the magnitude frequency response of the synthesis filters can be approx-

imately given by the magnitude frequency response of the synthesis window modulated to the

appropriate frequency. It follows that shaping the frequency response for the synthesis filters is

approximately equivalent to shaping the frequency response of the synthesis window. The same

can be said of the analysis filters and the analysis window.

One method of achieving the side-lobe behavior necessary for accurate quantization-noise

shaping is to increase the number of degrees of freedom by lengthening the synthesis window. If

M, the number of subband channels, is held constant, this approach increases K, the overlapping

factor. This unfortunately is in conflict with the last design criterion of section 2.2.1, high temporal

resolution. If K is a large value, artifacts such as "pre-echos" are exacerbated. It is therefore to our

advantage to keep the value of K relatively small. In light of this, we propose that biorthogonality

be used to provide enough degrees of freedom to achieve adequate side-lobe attenuation.

Consider the design of the synthesis window for the case of K = 1. In the orthogonal case,
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frequency (Hz) frequency (Hz)

(a) Orthogonal Case: Raised Sine Window (b) Biorthogonal Case: Kaiser Window,3 = 9

Figure 5.6: Comparison of synthesis windows used for the orthogonal ELT and the biorthogonal cosine-
modulate filter bank in relation to the masking threshold of a signal at 250 Hz.

we are essentially limited to the popular choice that satisfies the perfect-reconstruction requirement:

the raised-sine window. In figure 5.6(a), we have shown the magnitude frequency response of the

window modulated to 250 Hz in relation to a masking threshold derived from a signal at the same

frequency. For this, we have assumed a standard sampling rate of 48 kHz so the 512-point window

has a duration of 10.7 msec. The masking threshold is computed based on [4]. Note that in the bands

close to the signal frequency the sidelobes of the window are sufficiently high to alter substantially

the spectral shape of the quantization noise. Unfortunately, the nonlinear nature of the equations in

(4.8) makes it difficult for designers to improve upon the analysis window by performing the usual

mainlobe-width-versus-sidelobe-attenuation tradeoff. The conventional solution to this problem is

to use a conservative perceptual model at the expense of increasing the bit rate.

This situation is rectified in the biorthogonal case. The increase in the number of degrees

of freedom to M means that the designer can choose any appropriate symmetric window for the

synthesis filter. We have already mentioned the possibility of using the Kaiser window in which

the tradeoff between mainlobe width and sidelobe attenuation is controlled by a single parameter

/. The relation between the magnitude frequency response of the modulated Kaiser window with

/ = 9 and the corresponding masking threshold is shown in figure 5.6(b). The sidelobes in this case

are substantially below the masking threshold. Therefore, the effect of leakage on quantization-

noise shaping is much reduced and a more aggressive perceptual model can be used. This can

potentially improve the performance of the audio coder.
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One should bear in mind that the use of a substantially improved synthesis window may

lead to poor frequency response for the analysis filters. While this may not affect the perceptual-

modeling stage substantially, transform coding gain may be reduced. Under the biorthogonal

formulation, we have the flexibility to trade off the two criteria. The optimal amount of tradeoff is

an important topic for future study.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have described the current status of audio compression research, placing

special emphasis on one important aspect, the short-time spectral decomposition. In particular, we

formulated a biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank which is a generalization of the ELT. We

also showed for three special cases and for the general case that the incorporation of biorthogonality

into an M-channel ELT leads to an increase of M/2 degrees of freedom. The additional flexibility

allows for the design of synthesis filter banks with improved sidelobe behavior. Since the use of

cosine-modulated filter banks is common in audio coders, this formulation is of significance to audio

researchers.

In order to complete this dissertation, here are some final thoughts on the subjects under

investigation.

6.1 On Biorthogonal Transforms & Filter Banks

The formulation of a biorthogonal cosine-modulated filter bank in this thesis directs us to some

topics for future study. The most important among these is the development of a better filter-

bank design method that can allow control over the design of both the analysis and the synthesis

filters. One possible approach is given in section 5.3.2. For this approach to succeed, a better

understanding of the optimization techniques is required.

The use of biorthogonal filter banks is clearly not limited to audio compression. In image

compression, biorthogonal wavelets have long been used to create linear-phase filters [92]. While the

cosine-modulated structure of our biorthogonal formulation precludes linear-phase filters, additional

degrees of freedom may be used to advantage. For example, the design flexibility can be used to

ensure that the analysis filters for higher subbands have zero DC-gain (equivalent to polyphase

normalization). Alternatively, zeros can be placed at the aliasing frequencies of the synthesis filter

bank, thereby reducing periodic artifacts at the upsampling grid.
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6.2 On Digital Audio Compression

Audio compression by coding in the frequency domain has been the predominant technique in the

field for a long time. The latest developments have led to time-varying filter banks and this thesis

has suggested the use of biorthogonality. While interesting and constructive, neither time-variation

nor biorthogonality is likely to provide a large breakthrough in terms of improved quality or reduced

bit rate.

On the not-so-distant horizon, we can perceive the advent of real-time high-quality audio

transmission over the internet, or a silicon-memory-based audio player and recorder. Even closer

to realization is high-quality audio compression at low bit rates for the MPEG 4 teleconferencing

standard. For any of these projects to succeed, a large breakthrough is necessary. Breakthroughs

in algorithmic development do not occur through incremental adjustments to existing structures

but rather through paradigm shifts. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, conventional wisdom has

deemed source modeling impossible for audio signals. The idea, however, warrants further study.

At least two major forms of audio signals, speech and music, would benefit from source modeling.

The modeling of speech has been a topic of study for many years and researchers have achieved

significant gains in compression. If the same can be done to music, source modeling may yet be

the edge needed to bring audio compression research into another era.

ConclusionChapter 6
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